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Amstar Group and Ascentris Reach Agreement and Settle their Disputes 

 

Denver, Colorado (November 20, 2016). Today, Amstar Group and Ascentris, formerly known as 

Amstar Advisers, announced the parties have executed a settlement agreement that finalizes the 

separation of the two companies and resolves all pending litigation. Terms of the settlement were not 

disclosed, however in connection with it, Amstar Advisers has officially changed its name to Ascentris.  

Moving forward, Ascentris will be led by its co-founders Gabe Finke, CEO and Rob Toomey, President.  

Amstar Group continues under the leadership of Jason Lucas, President.  

“We are pleased to have finally reached a resolution with Amstar Group,” stated Gabe Finke, CEO of 

Ascentris. “The parties have worked hard to come to terms and now both can focus on the future to better 

serve their respective clients and organizations,” Finke added. 

“We worked diligently to reach a resolution that is favorable for both sides.  I am excited about Amstar 

Group’s future and look forward to continue building on its successful 30-year history of value-add 

investing,” stated Jason Lucas, President of Amstar Group.  

 

About Amstar Group 

Established in 1987 and headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Amstar Group is a real estate private equity 

company that acquires, develops and manages all major property types in the United States and in select 

international markets. Amstar Group pursues investments with value-add risk profiles in the United States 

while pursuing opportunistic investments internationally. Amstar Group is a privately-owned company 

with 38 professionals across offices in Denver, London, Bermuda, Istanbul and Warsaw. The company is 

based on a culture of trust, integrity and respect. For more information, visit www.amstar.com. 

 

About Ascentris 

Ascentris is a real estate private equity firm based in Denver, Colorado. Established in 2011 and formerly 

known as Amstar Advisers, Ascentris invests in and manages commercial real estate in the United States 

on behalf of institutional clients. The Ascentris management team focuses exclusively on value-add and 

opportunistic investments across all the major property types and geographic regions throughout the 

United States. Ascentris is a privately held and employee owned SEC-registered investment adviser. 

Additional information is available at www.ascentris.com. 
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